
A half-hour, serialized (live-action) action-comedy that centers around Alice Wilkings, an African-
American single mom (with a PhD in Ritualistic History) who wants what every good mom wants: 
to protect her kids from the dangers of the world - drugs, alcohol, unprotected sex and, of course, 
the destruction of the planet, the fabric of space-time and all life as we know it. So she traverses 
the country in an RV with her ass-kicking daughter, genius son and a cadre of highly-specialized 
weirdos who keep the world from ending every single day.

Genre: Sci-Fi Action Comedy
Duration 13 x 30 Minutes 

Pilot script and deck 
Available upon request.



LES MORE (50s)                      
Les is a transgender survivalist. No one knows much about her past. Sometimes sheʼll let slip a 

reference to military service, the “mask” she used to wear, prison, or fatherhood; but never 
more than a hint. When she met Alice, she was homeless, plagued by apocalypse-themed 

night terrors and recovering from a botched gender reassignment surgery. She wears
two watches (in case one fails) and has stashes of food and weapons in strategic locations 

all over the country. She specializes in hand-to-hand combat and enemy infiltration.all over the country. She specializes in hand-to-hand combat and enemy infiltration.

EIDOLON  
At times an unseen force, at times the pure embodiment  

of destruction in the form of a hamster, Eidolon is an increasingly   
conscious will, created by the karmic debt of humanity.   

As the squad puts the clues together, they recognize a pattern, nay, a    
personality emerging in the threats they encounter. Eidolon operates        

with a sick sense of humor and the theatrical flair of a reality-show host.with a sick sense of humor and the theatrical flair of a reality-show host.    

                ALICE WILKINGS 
Bad-ass, apocalypse-ending, completely paranoid, helicopter parent from hell. 
Alice is a hyper-intellectual scholar who happily traded academia for macaroni 
pictures and fruit-can totem poles when she became a mother - especially because
her dissertation led her to the conclusion that her daughter, born at 11:59 on 
December 31st, 1999, would need to be sacrificed in order to avert the end of the world. 
She found a loophole to keep her daughter alive, but that only postponed the inevitable. She found a loophole to keep her daughter alive, but that only postponed the inevitable. 

  NINA WILKINGS (15)               
Drawn to danger, she is the rebelʼs rebel. The worst thing about home school 

is that she canʼt get kicked out. With no knowledge of her own precarious 
destiny, she resents her “(s)Mother” for constantly interfering. She fills her 
life with rolled eyes, “omgʼs”, pouty selfies, and a not-so- secret obsession 

with weapons, martial arts and “The Art of War”.  

                TAYLOR (TAILS) WILKINGS (9) 
Taylor is too smart for his own good. He reads at a college level, calculates at fiber-optic speeds 
and has a natural gift for subterfuge - usually of the harmless variety... usually.   His small 
frame and innocent eyes allow him to sweet-talk his adoring mother into almost anything; 
a fact that drives his sister crazy - another favorite past-time of his.

You can either die to save the  world...... or not.

For Inquiries Contact: Anders Pedersen
anders@locusent.com | 1-310-467-6169 


